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1.

Executive Summary

The Community Government of Whatì was approached by the Department of
Transportation to prepare a Micro-Economic Analysis of the All-Season Road and
review the economic impacts to the community and residents.
Although the T»©chô Government has recently
completed a Traditional Knowledge Study, as well
as a Socio-Economic Impact Study, the
Community Government of Whatì felt that the true
financial benefits to the community, the T»©chô
region, the territory and the country may not have
been strongly emphasized. The Community
Government of Whatì felt that the focus of both
reports were more centred on social issues and
mitigations, as opposed to economic benefits,
many of which would actually be resolved by the construction of an All-Season Road.
While the Socio-Economic Impact Study more than adequately addresses the social issues
and mitigations either currently underway, or soon to be underway, this report is intended
to provide more focus and support for the initiative to construct an All-Season Road from
Highway 3 into Whatì.
Construction of an All-Season Road will bring benefits of resource development, in the
initial form of the NICO Mine north of Whatì, however the All-Season Road must also
viewed as a stand-alone project that will, in itself, bring direct benefit to and for the
residents of the Community Government of Whatì.
It should be noted from the very beginning
that Chief and Council of the Community
“One of the majour challenges facing T»©chô
leadership is getting people off social assistance,
Government of Whatì strongly support the
teaching them to be self-sufficient, and helping them
All-Season Road development. In fact,
to become part of mainstream society.”
some longer-serving members of Council
(Chief Alfonz Nitsiza)
have explained that the topic of an AllSeason Road has been discussed and
supported by previous Councils as far
back as the 1980s. They have repeatedly mentioned that the costs associated with living
in Whatì is very high due to the absence of an All-Season Road and that an All-Season
Road will bring economic stability, less dependancy on social assistance, and
sustainability to the community and region.
The construction of an All-Season Road will bring 2 to 3 years of employment during the
mobilization, construction and de-mobilization, to hundreds of people ... many of whom
either do and will live in Whatì or the T»©chô Region. Further, 8 to 10 people in Whatì may
very well comprise the daily maintenance and safety crews that will maintain the road after
Micro-Economic Analysis of the All-Season Road
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construction. Unlike the construction positions, these are ‘forever jobs’ because the entire
road length will always require some form of daily inspection and maintenance.
Ignoring the construction period and only focusing on the annual road maintenance after
construction, there will be a strong ripple impact with up to 10 new jobs in Whatì. Direct
benefit to the residents of Whatì may be gauged by Fortune Minerals comments where it
is noted that each job equates to an annual average salary and benefits of approximately
$70,000 per year.
If only 10 new jobs were created as a result of annual road maintenance, after
construction, that would equate to $700,000 being brought into the community. That
amount of money translates into future investment in the community via home-ownership,
supporting the local grocery store and service station, as well as purchasing goods in
Yellowknife that cannot be purchased locally (trucks, furniture, clothing, etc). The territorial
and federal governments also receive income tax revenues from these new positions.
If the All-Season Road is truly the precursor to resource extraction in the T»©chô Region,
then the royalties revenue from resource extraction will also significantly benefit the coffers
from the Territorial and Federal governments. Indeed, an initial investment of, say, $140
Million for the All-Season Road would quickly be recouped from royalties of the first 20
year mining project as taxes & royalties paid would be estimated to exceed $520 Million.
Then, as Fortune Minerals has advised the T»©chô Government, there is a potential for a
further series of mines to be developed, thus creating over a 100 years in mining
development and taxes & royalties to be paid.
Mining and road construction are very similar industries. The majority of the businesses
opportunities and skill sets developed are transferrable between highway construction and
mining. The businesses tend to be labour intensive and will assist in significantly
increasing the employment rate for the community. Further, this employment will stimulate
additional opportunity, whether in mining, highway maintenance, support and service
industries and even social opportunities for sectors such as a Day Care/Child
Development Centre for children of those employed. The community is looking at the short,
medium, and long term viability and benefits to Whatì and the region.
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2.

Community Background

The Community Government of Whatì has a population of 523 (2007) with an annual
average growth rate of about 1.7%. Using normal growth projections, it is estimated that
the population for 2017 would be 550 people. This figure does not reflect the possibility
of in-migration as a further catalyst of population increase.
Whatì is physically situated about
100 kilometres from Yellowknife
by air. Except for a short period
of time in the winter season, when
an ice road is constructed over
Marion Lake, Whatì is only
accessible by air for most of the
year. During the ice road season,
travel between W hatì to
Yellowknife requires about 3.0 to
3.5 hours of driving time which is
often limited to 50 k/hr or less due
to ice road portage conditions.
That access restriction has a
financial impact on the economy
of the community. Businesses are reluctant to establish because of the small market
population and the low employment rate within the community. Further, costs of
maintaining a business in Whatì are higher due to the fact that supplies can only be
brought into the community economically (by truck) during the short winter ice road
season. Otherwise, all goods are brought into the community by air freight, which is
expensive and unpredictable.
Whatì’s population is predominantly aboriginal, with about 95% T»©chô and 5% nonaboriginal, yet employment among the non-aboriginal residents is 100%, whereas the
employment among the aboriginal population is about 45%.
2.1

Community Infrastructure Information

•

There are approximately 115 residential dwellings, 61% owned and 39% rented.

•

Key public service facilities include the Mezi Community School (K-12), Aurora
College Adult Education Campus, Community Health Centre (2 nurses), RCMP
Detachment (2 members), Community Store, NTPC power generation station.

•

Key public and recreational facilities include the Community Government
Administration Office, T»©chô Government (local presence) Administration Office,
Culture Centre, Arena and Youth Centre.
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•

Key municipal services infrastructure includes the Fire Hall, 4-Bay Maintenance
Garage, 2-Bay Wood Shop (for Housing Corp service agreement), Cold-Storage
Quonset, 80' x 100' Steel Cold-Storage (under construction), Water Treatment
Plant, and Sewage Wetland Treatment.

•

Various municipal mobile equipment includes loaders (2), graders (2), skid-steer
(1), water trucks (3), sewer trucks (3), dump trucks (2), trackhoe (1) and garbage
truck (1), as well as various pickups. Emergency equipment includes fire pumper
(1) and medevac transport van (1).
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3.

Road: Pre-Construction Phase Impact

When construction of an All-Season Road is approved there will almost immediately be
noticeable benefits to the local economy in Whatì.
It is anticipated that the Pre-Construction Phase would begin around the Ice Road Season
so as to assist in mobilizing required equipment from both ends of the road to be
constructed. That is, one construction camp would be established near Highway 3, which
may have little direct impact on the working population in Whatì, however the second camp
is expected to be constructed on the Whatì portion of the new road, and that site will have
a direct impact on the community.
Local residents who are unemployed, or under-employed, equipment operators will be
called upon for work in preparing the road construction sites, including areas for
marshaling equipment, work-trailers, camp-trailers, construction site equipment & supply
storage areas. Additionally, labourers/workers will be required for clearing rights-of-way
for the road itself, as well as easements for the road and for related borrow-pits and
service areas.
Most of these positions will be temporary in nature, whether only creating employment for
weeks or months, but they will be new positions and will provide benefit to the local
economy by creating temporary employment for Whatì residents.
It is important to note that many Whatì residents are accustomed to short-term temporary
employment because there are so few full-time permanent positions available in the
community. Therefore, whereas some people might not jump at an opportunity for a shortterm employment position, many Whatì residents would be pleased with such positions,
however temporary.
While actual numbers of skilled
and unskilled workers has yet to be
determined, it should be noted that
each position for heavy equipment
operator, truck driver, or labourer
that is given to a Whatì resident will
have a Multiplier Effect on the
local and regional economy. This
multiplier effect will continue
throughout the term of the
construction project and long into
the maintenance aspect of the
completed road.
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Each wage earner
Example of How the Multiplier Effect Works (The Multiplier Effect, by Tejvan
in Whatì brings
Pettinger on November 2, 2011 in economics)
money into the
c o mmuni ty
to
•
If the government spent an extra £2 billion on the NHS this would cause
salaries / wage to increase by £2 billion, therefore National Income will
support local
increase by £2 billion.
business at the
same time that they
•
However with this extra income, workers will spend, at least part of it, in other
areas of the economy.
reduce the need for
s o c i a l f i nancial
•
For example, if they spent 50% of the extra income there would be another
support. Therefore,
£1 billion injected into the economy. e.g. shopkeepers would earn money
from increased sales.
the GNW T will
experience
a
•
This extra spending would cause an increase in output, therefore firms would
reduction in social
employ more workers and pay higher salaries.
servic e support
•
Therefore these workers will also increase their spending. This will lead to
payments at the
another injection into the economy, causing higher Real GDP
same time.
The
•
In other words, if you increase salaries in the NHS, it isn’t just NHS workers
GNWT will be in the
who benefit from higher incomes. It is also related industries and service
unique position of
industries who see some benefits.
collecting income
taxes as opposed to
subsiding incomes. Paycheques will be spent both locally as well as in businesses in
Yellowknife (Kingland Ford, Independent Grocers, Marks Work Wear, etc.)
While some of the positions will require specialized professionals, many of these positions
will be filled by other people from the NWT, if not specifically from the T»©chô Region
(including Whatì).
During the Pre-Construction Phase,
contractors will also commence building
stockpiles of road-base materials.
Because most of the road base raw
materials seem to be located at either
end of the road project, as opposed to
throughout the length of the project,
construction and stockpiling of pit-run,
screened and crushed gravel may
commence within the boundaries of the
Community Government of Whatì.
Because the Community Government has
several valuable natural stock locations,
local residents will be able to easily work in the these locations and return home between
their scheduled shifts.
As experienced in the Winter of 2013, when Rowe’s Construction brought a gravel crusher
into Whatì to build inventory for a summer road-building project within the community, the
Micro-Economic Analysis of the All-Season Road
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contractor was able to run their crusher 24/7 with selected staff coming from the community
who commuted the 4 or 5 kilometres daily. Should similar borrow pits and stock-pile pits
be located within the Community Government boundaries, the short distance may still
support a daily commute for some workers, reducing the camp-costs for construction while
providing a stable family environment for these workers.
It does not go without saying that the Community Government of Whatì would benefit from
both the sale of resource material, either directly from the royalties attached to the sale of
raw materials, or through the equipment rental of the loaders, the dump trucks, the
trackhoe or the dozer. In such areas where the Community Government would recognize
benefit from equipment rental or resource revenue, those funds would enable reinvestment of newer mobile equipment as well as updating other community infrastructure.
While some aspects of the Pre-Construction Phase will be short-term, (such as right-ofway brush-clearing) there will be some aspects that will commence in this phase and
continue through the Construction Phase and Post-Construction Phase (such as gravel
stock-piling).

Micro-Economic Analysis of the All-Season Road
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4.

Road: Construction Phase Impact

As the All-Season Road mobilization is completed, and road engineering work is finalized,
actual road construction could begin from both directions: Highway 3 constructing
northward and from Whatì constructing southward. It has been estimated that actual road
completion might require as much as 24 months, however the actual link of the two
sections would undoubtedly happen sooner thus allowing the freer transport of resource
materials for the full road construction.
While the entire project would employ several hundreds of workers, including heavy
equipment operators and truck drivers, it is important to remember that there will be a large
number of semi-skilled support positions required for a project of this magnitude: Flag
people, mechanics, fuel truck operators, survey teams, first aid people, cooks, camp
maintenance staff, and labourers to do everything from shovel snow or empty garbage
cans at the camp-sites, or act as swampers on trucks and mobile equipment.
While some of the positions will required specialized trained professionals, many of these
trades positions will be filled by people from the NWT, if not specifically from the T»©chô
Region ... including Whatì ... for the positions of equipment operators & drivers,
maintenance staff (camp & equipment), service staff and safety staff.

Micro-Economic Analysis of the All-Season Road
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5.

Road: Post-Construction Phase

As the All-Season Road construction project winds down, it will require a number of
months to clean up and remove all evidences of the construction cycle. Service and
support camps will need to be dismantled and transported out. Borrow-pits and cleared
service areas may need to be restored with natural habitat. This process may require a
year or more, depending of the locations and situations.
While some of the positions will required specialized professionals, many of these
positions will be term in nature and will be considered labourer or equipment operator
positions, which can be filled by people from the NWT, if not specifically from the T»©chô
Region (including Whatì).
Important here is the recognition that, while the construction phases are ending, the
annual road maintenance cycle will be beginning. It is anticipated that the Department of
Transportation will advertise for contracted support of the newly-created road, and the
service provider will require to provide equipment and operators to complete daily road
maintenance. This staff may comprise up to 10 people, including supervisors, equipment
operators, safety personnel and labourers, who maintain the road after initial construction.
It is expected that many of these workers would come from Whatì due to proximity and the
ability to easily commute .
The community recognizes that the completion of
the road construction project from Highway 3 to
Whatì is not an end, but a beginning. The road
from the community to the mine will also need to be
maintained for many years.
Roads drive
exploration and the T»©chô region is rich with
minerals.
Opportunities are heightened for
exploration projects in this area that can and should be headquartered out of the
community of Whatì, further enhancing and sustaining investment and long term revenue
generation within the community. Once the infrastructure is in place in our community,
Whatì can become a market firm specializing in mineral exploration activities along with
construction and maintenance. This will assist in providing a long lasting sustainable base
for our community going forward.
“The whole intent of the T»©chô
Land Claims was the T»©chô want to
look after our own affairs.”
(Chief Alfonz Nitsiza)

Should the All-Season Road be used as an access route to a resource road to a mine site
(to be built later), then heavier mining truck traffic will require greater care and
maintenance than might be generally required by non-resource road developments.
This daily/monthly/annual road maintenance will create new employment that may create
new full-time employment for Whatì residents. Using the statistics provided by NWT
Bureau of Statistics, each 1% increase in employment for Whatì translates to 31/3 more
people being employed.
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Finally, one subtle benefit
that will be realized will be
the opportunity to no longer
build a significant portion of
t h e annual ice ro a d
construction. When the AllSeason Road is completed,
approximately 60 kilometres
of ice road constructed each
year over Marion Lake to the
Wekweetì Junction will no
longer be required to be
constructed and maintained.
As was experienced during late January 2015, a broken pressure ridge closed the lake
portion of the ice road. While this was an anomaly, it may very well be a precursor to other
issues that Department of Transportation may have to respond to as a result of changing
climates in the NWT. Regardless, an All-Season Road would eliminate one-leg of the
winter ice road construction in the T»©chô Region. Drivers from Gametì and Wekweetì will
still require ice road construction to link into the All-Season Road, until such time as these
communities can also be linked together by extending the All-Season Road and looping
the entire road around to connect to the resource road north of Yellowknife.
Although the community will no longer be involved in the construction of this 60 km portion
of the winter road, winter road construction to Gameti and Wekweètì will continue to
benefit the community. As such, the benefits associated with the all-weather road and
subsequent mining opportunities far outweighed the revenues generated by that section
during that short construction season.
Note: Although the concept may at first sound a bit far-fetched at this time, the reality is
that to make all the resources available for development in the T»©chô Region, a “hub-andspoke” road concept is not only logical but simply a matter of time.
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6.

Community Services Impacts

With the construction of an All-Season Road, some local community services will be
impacted and the community support agencies will need to prepare for increased service
demands or requirements.
•

While there is currently no ambulance service in Whatì, an All-Season Road will
necessitate providing this service in the community. While there may be some who
find this as an added expense, in reality it will be perceived locally as an increased
benefit. Currently the community depends on well-intentioned but untrained
citizens to assist in the case of a road accident or in transporting a loved-one from
a home to the Health Centre. An actual ambulance service would provide security
to those traveling on the All-Season Road (and even the resource road north to a
future mine site).

•

Additional or new people relocating to Whatì, especially those who are employed,
would mean that added people would be available to volunteer for community
services such as the Volunteer Fire Department.

•

Our Water Treatment Plant is designed to accommodate more people than
currently supported by our current distribution network. Added residents could be
accommodated by our water distribution network and could create another position
in the utility department for Water Treatment Plant operations.

Micro-Economic Analysis of the All-Season Road
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7.

Economic Development Impacts & Opportunities

With the construction of an All-Season Road, new economic development opportunities
will become available that may not otherwise be created. An All Season Road, coupled
with Whati’s close proximity to the NICO Mine site will create additional need for
accommodation in the community for tourism, private sector and government business.
A hotel with restaurant would provide local employment opportunities for those interested
in hotel management, the culinary
arts and would also provide
positions such as maids and
maintenance staff. The asset
would draw more people to do
business in Whatì thereby
providing additional spin-off
opportunities.
From a road
construction perspective, providing
support to construction camps
provides opportunities for
residents to learn many of the
skills that will be required to
operate and staff a local hotel
post-construction.
For example:
•
While a Hotel & Restaurant are required in the community, pressure for the T»©chô
Investment Corporation (TIC), or some private entity, to proceed with the project will
increase significantly with the development of an All-Season Road. Current TIC
plans are to commence construction in 2016/2017.
•

Currently, with severely restricted ground transportation access, it is not
economically feasible for most businesses to survive, let alone thrive, in Whatì. An
All-Season Road will make it more economically-feasible for businesses to exist
and thrive due to the reduced costs associated with year-round accessible ground
transportation. Local stores will be able to charge less for their goods and still
make a reasonable profit.

•

Whatì currently supports very little in the way of small business. However, an AllSeason Road will make small business more feasible. Small businesses that
provide local services will become more possible, whether it be a laundromat, a
barber shop, a taxi business, a towing business, a small engine mechanical repair
business, or a vehicle maintenance & tire shop.

•

Increased hours of service for the community store and the gas station could be
justified during the All-Season Road construction phases.

Micro-Economic Analysis of the All-Season Road
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•

As a result of the 2015 Strategic Plan discussions, Council has agreed that there
is an importance with proceeding with an Economic Development Officer to work
out of the Community Government Office in the near future.

•

As a result of Council actions initiated in 2014, the NWT Housing Corporation has
agreed to commence with development of a Local Housing Organization (LHO) in
Whatì. The LHO Administration Office is set to open the summer of 2015.

•

As a result of perceived community need, the Housing Corporation will commence
construction of an 8-Unit Senior’s Complex in 2016.

It should also be noted
that as of the 2009
Example of How Percentage Comparisons Calculated
•
Whatì - Population 15 & Over (Possible Workforce) 360
Census (Appendix 3),
•
Whatì - Population Employed
156
Whatì had a working
•
Whatì - Employment Percentage
156/360= 43%
•
Whatì - Employment Increase of 10 new people
166/360= 46%
population of 360
people of labour force
•
Yellowknife - Population 15 & Over (Possible Workforce)
15,775
•
Yellowknife - Population Employed
12,576
age,
with
156
•
Yellowknife - Employment Percentage
12,576/15,775= 79%
(approximately 43%)
•
Yellowknife - Increase by 3%
15,775 * 0.82 = 12,935.5
•
Yellowknife - Increased Employed
12,935-12,576 = 359
working, compared to
the Territorial average
of 67%. If 10 full-time
employment positions are created for residents of Whatì, that equates to a 3%. While 3%
may not sound impressive, those 10 new positions in Whatì would have the same
percentage equivalency of creating 359 new positions in Yellowknife.
Providing support to the construction activities taking place close to the community will
provide considerable new labour opportunities and experience in and the development of
supply chain management supporting these industries and the community. Post
construction, the close proximity to the NICO mine, and the broad activities that take place
at that site would cause locals stores to stock a wider variety of items, providing better
selection for residents and expanding overall sales from within the community.
When a resource mine proceeds, either during the All-Season Road construction or shortly
thereafter, new businesses could be considered, such as:
•
Bus services from the airport to the mine-site
•
Freight expediting between Yellowknife and the mine-site, as well as from the Whatì
Airport to the mine-site
•
Service & support businesses, such as laundry or baking services
All of these businesses are labour intensive and will assist in significantly increasing the
employment rate for the community, which in turn will reduce expenditures by the GNWT
on social assistance programs. Additionally, an increase in employed residents will
precipitate a requirement for child care which in turn provides more employment and
stimulates an increasingly broader scope of employment opportunities. With increasing
Micro-Economic Analysis of the All-Season Road
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income, residents are in a better position to invest in their homes and family and further
improve the quality of life in their community.
Along with each resident who finds employment, as noted in Graphic #1, there is a benefit
with each new family that moves into Whatì and who comes either employed or to be
employed.

The project would provide logical links and relationships supporting long term employment.
It is important to note that the road construction activities will not only exist on the Whatì
to Highway 3 portion, but further opportunity is anticipated in constructing the 30 kilometre
road from Whatì to NICO. With the economies of scale these two projects provide, the
community can leverage and help ensure a more experienced and competitive workforce.
The community of Whatì has developed capacity internally with respect to heavy
equipment operators, a key position for mining and construction work, and will continue
to work to provide occupational training and development to our people.
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8.

Land Development Impacts

Although not a comprehensive list, the following projects have been discussed as being
needful in the near future, especially if an All-Season Road commences:
•

Hotel & Restaurant (construction plans already underway)

•

8-Unit Senior’s Complex (construction plans already underway)

•

Biomass District Heating Utility (business investigation plans already underway)

•

Expansion of the runway

•

Hangers at the Airport

•

New Industrial Buildings / Storage Yards (areas designated in the new Land Use
Plan)

•

Commercial / Office Space (areas designated in the new Land Use Plan)

•

New Residential Development (areas designated in the new Land Use Plan)

•

Additional School/Classroom Space (areas designated in the new Land Use Plan)

•

Gymnasium for central Recreation Area

In May 2014, Council for the Community Government of Whatì adopted the first Land Use
Plan for the community. Although a plan was started in 2000, it was not completed. The
2014 details residential, commercial and industrial growth areas, as well as recognizing
areas for industrial growth areas around the airport.
A copy of the Land Use Plan, map and text, is included in Appendix 2 of this report.
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9.

General Community Benefits

The cost of living in Whatì is already high, and will not go down without an All-Season
Road. Food security is an issue due to the costs of bringing fresh foods and produce in
via air freight. At approximately $1.50/pound, items such as milk and potatoes become
very expensive. An All-Season Road would significantly reduce the costs associated with
transporting food and other essentials.
‘Air Only’ access to Whatì means that residents must add the costs associated with air fare
and air freight to almost every purchase. As a result, local purchases can prove to be
very expensive. (e.g.: 2 litre milk - $9.00, 1 litre engine oil - $20.00, etc.)
As Chief Alfonz Nitsiza often notes, the days of T»©chô people solely making a living off the
land are gone. They must be gain some
marketable skills and learn to make a living
"Everything costs money. If the T»©chô Government
in a modern world. They cannot purchase
is going to provide services to our people, we need to
look at resource development as a responsible means
heating oil or pay electrical bills bartering
to generating the funds to cover those service costs."
with furs, they must pay cash, and that
(Chief Alfonz Nitsiza)
means having and holding some form of
employment. Employment in Whatì is
difficult to find INSIDE the community. There are only so many jobs with the Community
Government of Whatì, the T»©chô Government, or Dev Corp. All other traditional
equipment operator, driver or labouring jobs usually entail a rotation outside the community
while working for a mine.
Therefore,
•
CONSTRUCTION jobs that involve building an All-Season Road are both precious
and valuable because, in many cases, the jobs will last for a 1 to 3 years and
provide needed employment to local residents.
•

MAINTENANCE jobs will evolve for the All-Season Road and, although not as
plentiful as during the construction cycle, those jobs will last for decades and
provide needed employment to local residents.

Chief Nitsiza notes, however, that the T»©chô people seem to have become Net Exporters
of skilled and educated talent. Because there are limited employment opportunities for
graduating and/or educated youth in the T»©chô communities, T»©chô youth are forced to
seek employment either in Yellowknife or in the Provinces. As a result, the T»©chô culture
is further weakened as their youth leave the T»©chô Region as opposed to staying and
strengthening it from within.

Micro-Economic Analysis of the All-Season Road
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10.

Fortune Minerals Comments

When approached about the community economic benefits of an All-Season Road for the
community of Whatì , Rick Schryer, Director of Regulatory and Environmental Affairs for
Fortune Minerals was not short in his estimate of benefits for and to Whatì:
Mr Schryer explains, “The principal benefit for the construction of the (All-Season Road)
is to provide Whatì with a reliable, all-season access to the community that will improve the
quality of life and lower the cost of living. Whatì is currently isolated and must count on a
winter road for its annual resupply.
The benefits of the (All-Season Road) to the community of Whatì can be generally
summarized as follows:
•
Improved access to T»©chô lands for the T»©chô people to support traditional land
use practices;
•

Reduced isolation in the community of Whatì and, in the longer term, even Gameti
and Wekweetì should find benefit from the highway extension;

•

Improved quality of life through reduction in the cost of living for the supply of
basics such as food, clothing and other consumables and bulk goods;

•

Greater mobility for T»©chô and Whatì residents to obtain services such as medical
and dental care and reduced costs for the Government of the Northwest Territories
to provide these services;

•

Greater mobility of T»©chô citizens to travel to Behchokõ and Yellowknife for
shopping, education and employment;

•

The road would reduce the cost of building additional hydro power at the existing
Snare Hydro Electric System such as Site 7 and would also provide Snare Hydro
with better access to reduce operating costs and maintenance of these facilities;

•

The NICO mine, which will produce bulk concentrate that must be shipped south,
cannot exist without the highway being built;

•

The road becomes an enabler reducing the development cost of building additional
power generation facilities on the La Martre River, which already has economic
studies for the development of a ~13 MW run-of-river hydro development or, up
to 30 MW of conventional hydro power;

•

The NICO mine would become a major customer for the power generated a the La
Martre River facility and provide long-term income to the community and the T»©chô
Government;
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•

The hydro expansions would support the long-term plans for the Northwest
Territories Power Corp. to expand power generation and extend the Yellowknife
electrical grid so that new mines can affordably connect into the grid;

•

The hydro expansions would allow the community of Whati to connect into the grid
and eliminate the need for expensive and environmentally less-desirable diesel
power;

•

The road would allow for the development of additional economic activities in
Whatì and the other T»©chô communities such as tourism associated with fishing,
hunting, and the waterfall on the Lac La Martre River, and potentially support new
forestry activities;

•

Accommodations to support a tourist trade in Whatì are currently being considered
and could take the form of a single multi-room facility or several smaller individual
cabins that would have more of a rustic appeal;

•

Access to the fish camp on Lac La Martre could be staged out of Whati and provide
guide, maintenance and catering jobs to local residents on a seasonal basis;

•

The road would open up additional lands for exploration, particularly in the
Great Bear Magmatic Zone, Indin Lake Greenstone Belt and Camsell River /
Eldorado Silver Districts where there are advanced exploration and development
projects, including the Sue-Dianne Copper-Silver-Gold deposit and other IOCG
targets, the Damoti Lake, Colomac, Lexindin, Kim and Cass Gold Deposits, the
Treasure Lake Base Metal deposit, and the Terra, Silver Bear and Eldorado Silver
Mines;

•

Additional exploration is required in order to maintain the Northwest Territories
mining industry (largest private sector employer and responsible for 50% of GDP),
which is maturing and requires new mineral development to sustain the economy
under devolution;

•

Greater economic activity in the T»©chô territory would encourage youth to seek
opportunities for employment and stay in Whatì and other T»©chô communities
instead of leaving for Yellowknife or southern Canada;

•

Better control of access to T»©chô Lands to manage access to drugs, alcohol, and
squatters and the unauthorized exploitation of wildlife since the road will go through
Whatì;

•

Provides T»©chô and Whatì youth with access to all of the road serviced parts of the
Northwest Territories for sporting and cultural events;

•

Allows for the community of Whatì to become a bedroom community for the NICO
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mine and daily commuter access to the mine and attractive alternative mine
rotations;
•

This road also removes the uncertainty and cost of developing a winter road every
season to the community of Whatì and in the future - Gameti. Recent experience
has shown that a warm winter is problematic for a community solely reliant on winter
road service for all of its fuel and large scale items. An all-season road would
eliminate the need for winter road construction and operation which is currently over
several sensitive water bodies;

•

The highway and mine will increase access to Northwest Territories and T»©chô
businesses to provide goods and services within the T»©chô region;

•

The highway will reduce the burden on community and government cash flow by
reducing the need to stockpile fuels and supplies between winter road seasons;

•

An all-weather road would reduce the danger of fuel spills in the event a truck
falls through the ice and becomes submerged.

Further, when discussing the benefits of the NICO Mine proceeding, which can only
happen when an All-Season Road is constructed, Mr Schryer explains: “As stated earlier,
the (All-Season Road) is required for the NICO Mine development to be feasible. Without
the construction of the (All-Season Road) the mine will not be developed. The (All-Season
Road) will generate a wide variety of business opportunities for the Northwest Territories,
the T»©chô people, and the community of Whatì. In the short term, construction of the road
will require the hiring of building contractors and their equipment.
There already exists equipment of the size required to build the road in Whatì. Fortune will
need to hire building contractors for the construction of its access road into the mine. Once
built, the (All-Season Road) will provide several business opportunities for the community
of Whatì, a number of which are listed below.
The NICO mine will generate several small business opportunities that can be completed
in Whatì such as laundry service, filter preparation, trucking, road maintenance, etc. Once
built, exploration for additional mineral resources can proceed at a much more cost
effective rate and provide numerous business and employment options for the community
of Whatì and the T»©chô people as a whole.
The specific benefits of the NICO Mine to the economy of the community of Whatì and the
Northwest Territories are as follows:
•
The capital costs to construct the NICO Project is $589 million, $350 million of which
is for the mine and concentrator in the Northwest Territories;
•

Additional working capital and overrun facilities are estimated at $35 million;
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•

Goods and Services (e.g. power, labour, fuel, parts, tires, reagents, freight)
purchased through the NICO Mine will amount to $1.4 billion (direct wages not
included);

•

Taxes and royalties from the NICO Mine will be approximately $520 million
which will be divided between the GNWT and T»©chô Governments according to the
formula developed under the T»©chô Agreement and Devolution;

•

There will be an increase in the tax base, GDP and earnings from additional
economic activity;

•

The construction of the NICO mine will generate approximately 300 jobs.
Fortune has committed to maximizing the employment of T»©chô people, many of
which will come from Whati ;

•

Average annual wage (including overtime and employee contributions to
pension and benefit plans) will be at or above $70,000;

•

Direct employment during life of mine is 3,261 person years;

•

Total direct employment with contracted underground workers peaks at 269 jobs
during the first two years;

•

Total direct employment without the underground operations peaks at 188 jobs per
year;

•

Indirect employment (i.e., jobs in supporting industries such as contractors) during
life of mine is 1,335 person years;

•

Induced employment (jobs created when the labour earnings (from direct and
indirect impacts) are spent (e.g., on stores, gas stations, hotels, etc.) during life of
mine is 2,026 person years;

•

Total employment during life of mine is 6,622 person years;

•

Fortune has developed plans, strategies, and commitments for the NICO Project to
maximize direct employment, contracting, advancement, and retention of Wek'èezhìi
Settlement Area residents and other Aboriginal and northern people;

•

Fortune is developing a second chance program aimed at bringing people with
criminal records back into the work force;

•

Employment at the NICO Mine will increase skills and capacity for future
opportunities;
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•

Employment will increase family and disposable income;

•

There will also be an increase in opportunities for education and training during the
life of the mine;

•

Fortune will provide opportunities for apprenticeships where there are sufficient
available journeymen and eligible apprentices;

•

Fortune will develop a strategy directed at women to create more opportunities for
women to work and advance at the site;

•

Fortune will provide summer employment for students on the NICO Mine, giving
priority to those from the T»©chô communities;

•

An Employee and Family Assistance Program will be offered to support all
employees when working at the mine site;

•

Education completion rates are expected to be positively affected by the NICO
Mine;

•

Construction of the access road will also generate approximately 100 jobs.
Fortune expects much of this work will be staged out of Whatì;

•

There will be long term maintenance jobs for the road (e.g., grading, snow
removal, repairs) that can be based out of Whatì;

•

The NICO Mine will use the facilities at the Whatì airport which will generate
employment in Whatì and improve existing infrastructure;

•

There will be an increase in employment and procurement levels from new
businesses as a result of the mine;

•

The NICO Mine will improve employee and business capacity building through
continued training and transferable skills development;
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11.

Report Summary

If there is a question as to whether there will be an economic development benefit to the
Community Government of Whatì if the All-Season Road is constructed, the question is
not being asked in Whatì. There is a general feeling of confidence that the road will
provide long-term benefit and bring the community closer to self-sustainability.
While few, if any, communities in the NWT as truly sustainable without government
intervention. Unlike some roads that are built in the Northwest Territories to ensure
national sovereignty, or to simply link two or more communities, the Whatì All-Season
Road will provide a return on investment to all participants: the T»©chô Government, the
Territorial Government, and the Federal Government. The All-Season Road will almost
immediately enable resource development in the region which will create royalty revenues
for several orders of government.
At the same time, the increased employment will reduce demands on social services
dependancy by enabling dependant users to transition to more lucrative employment
positions.
Whatì Chief Alfonz Nitsiza has noted that, should the All-Season Road be built AND the
NICO Mine proceed, there could be multiple generations of the T»©chô people, from
Whatì as well as throughout the T»©chô region, who will live and work in this area. Aside
from the economic benefit, it will also provide cultural strength to the T»©chô people.
Chief Alfonz Nitsiza often reminds, both Council and staff, that it is each and every T»©chô
persons task to protect the Culture, Heritage and Language of the T»©chô. An All-Season
Road does that by ensuring that the T»©chô people in the Region have a long-term reason
to stay. The All-Season Road provides for both short-term and long-term employment for
the T»©chô Region.
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